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Feit Retail Associate
June 2017 - January 2018 | NYC

Feit is a brand that sells fantastic handmade leather boots and shoes.
As a retail associate at their NYC location, it was my job to help customers
find the right pair and to share the brand story with new visitors.
Through this job I discovered the secret is good energy.

Tom Sachs x Nike Brand Advocate
June 2017 | NYC

Tom Sachs and Nike teamed up to release the Mars Yard 2.0.
I worked at the event as a “space boot camp” trainer, teaching
participants how to tie the King of all knots, the bowline. Here I learned:
“the reward for good work is more work” .

Pre-College Teacher
July - August 2016 | Pittsburgh

I worked with one classmate to co-teach a four week Design focused
pre-college summer program. Our mission was to provide a sample of
the design curriculum at CMU so students could make a better college
decision. Three of our students are now undergrads in the program.

Teaching Assistant

September- December 2016 | Pittsburgh

This was super fun. Two Jedi caliber Professors; Steve and Stacie, taught
Studio, a first year class where students investigate and explore what it
is to be a designer...The attitude / posture one takes encountering the
variety of challenges along the journey of design. My role was to do what
I could to support their process of exploration.

3D Lab Shop Monitor

September 2016 - May 2017 | Pittsburgh

The 3D lab at CMU is where design students prototype and fabricate
their designs using the standard outfit of woodworking tools as well as
3D printers and a laser cutter. As the Monitor I would keep the space
open on Saturday / Sunday. My priority was to keep everyone safe.

